
International 
Women's Day

The women of Think & Grow are 
sharing some of their own 

personal perspectives and 
takeaways on levelling the playing 

field when it comes to 
#breakingthebias

THINK & GROW

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=breakingthebias&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6906473629555548160
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There have been broad stereotypes, cultural 
biases and excluding structures that impact 
the way women both live and work across 
countries for centuries. Whether deliberate 
or unconscious, bias can make it difficult for 
women to move ahead in life and both recent 
experiences and studies still show that bias 
plays a significant role in businesses. 
Particularly pay, hiring and promotion.

At Think & Grow, we’re proud to celebrate 
the outcomes on what we have achieved in 
terms of diversity amongst our own team: 
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#BREAKTHEBIAS
This year's theme ‘break the bias’ asks us
to imagine a gender-equal world, free of
bias, stereotypes and discrimination. 

50:50 split in gender and more
excitingly, a 50:50 salary split.

The senior team, directly supporting our
founders, also has a 50% gender split.

13 different nationalities, across 7
different locations, originating from 12
different industries.
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#BREAKTHEBIAS
In this e-book, you'll see how women in
the Think & Grow team answered
questions to share their take and opinions
on how we can shift the balance and
increase gender equality:

What does IWD mean to you and why is
it so important?

What are some of the common
challenges (bias) in industries and why
do you think this is?

How can we better support and
empower women in industry?

How can we better encourage the next
generation of women to get involved in
traditionally male-dominated
professions?

Who is your biggest female inspiration
and why?

If you could say anything to your
younger self, what would it be?
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What does
celebrating IWD

mean to you? 
Why is it

important?
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#CELEBRATINGIWD

"It is a reminder that we still have
a long way to go. Hopefully,
soon we will reach a point where
we won't need to celebrate IWD
anymore, as there will be no
difference between male and
female opportunities." - Ariadna
Recasens

"Women are forging a gender
equal world with their voice
#MeTooMovement. We are
moving forward with celebrating
achievements and calling out
inequality and bringing to light
some of the obstacles we face
everyday. Hopefully soon we will
reach a point where we don't feel
there is a discussion to be had on
the difference in opportunities /
pay that is presented in life today.
." - Vicky Klonaridis



"Women are generally
outnumbered and can be
isolated in senior positions -
making it harder to create
change. 

We know that when women are
in leadership, companies
perform better. We know that
women led startups can also
deliver a higher return on
investment than teams of
startups that only have men in
leadership. We also know that
women in the c-suite of larger
businesses, that net profit goes
up. 

It’s important to keep talking
about it and especially important
to promote women into senior
positions so they can lead and
encourage other women from
the top down." - Kellie Kennedy

#CELEBRATINGIWD



"I've had negative experiences
working with men in leadership
and junior level roles. Educating
and mentoring men on this topic
is such an important part of IWD,
but should be happening more.

Men in all roles need to
understand what they can do
and how to help shift the
balance. Not just from a
leadership position, but also
from being part of a team as a
junior or mid level perspective
too. 

We all start from somewhere
and the earlier we embody
change, the more diversity and
equality we can create in our
ecosystems." - CJ Robinson

#CELEBRATINGIWD



IWD is important to me as it is a
day, we can celebrate all
women across the globe from all
walks of life. It is important to lift
each other up, empower each
other and a create awareness of
the societal challenges we are
still facing, to create a world that
is free of bias, discrimination &
stereotypes." - Kate Slade

#CELEBRATINGIWD



What are some
of the common

challenges (bias)
in industries and

why do you think
this is?
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"- Taboos related to mental
health conditions that affect
women (e.g. PMS). 

- Men and women held to
different standards when it
comes to performance. 
- Double standards for men and
women regarding parenting in
the face of promotion and hiring.
- Equal pay." - Monet Ksiesk

"We now understand common
menstrual cycle conditions make

certain days in the month difficult.
10% of women at reproductive age
suffer from endometriosis globally.

 
 The period leave campaign in the

UK has two prongs: Normalizing
period leave and removing stigma

around periods in the workplace. It's
interesting to see what companies

are doing as there's no one-size-
fits-all approach." - CJ Robinson

 

#BREAKTHEBIAS



"At age 22 I found myself
standing in board room meetings
as the only female manager and it
was tough. I had to work extra
hard to prove my worth and my
ability. I learnt that building other
women up around me gave me
better strength and the numbers I
needed to make a change in the
sector. After 20+ years in the
industry I am proud to be part of
the Transport Women Australia
Limited network with numbers
growing every year." - Vicky
Klonaridis

"The challenge women are
facing is achieving

senior/executive roles. 
 

We must understand what is
causing the decline of women's
representation in higher industry
positions." - Ariadna Recasens

 

#BREAKTHEBIAS



"There's a lot of focus around
Menopause in the UK (between
the ages of 40-60), the
symptoms can be crippling and
have affected women at the
prime of their leadership career,
being challenged to the "hilt" due
to a lack of knowledge, support
and the right treatment. The UK
is ahead of the game currently
with work situation strategies" -
Jules Holland

A 2019 survey conducted by BUPA and
the Chartered Institute for Personnel and
Development (CIPD) found that 3/5
menopausal women (usually aged
between 45 and 55) were negatively
affected at work and that almost
900,000 women in the UK left their jobs
over an undefined period of time
because of menopausal related issues.

#BREAKTHEBIAS



How we can
better support

women in
industry?
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#SUPPORTINGWOMEN

"Better training, coaching and 
mentorship practices for female 
employees' career 
development. We can inspire 
and help build healthy 
environments for both females 
and males in the workforce and 
no longer have the conversation 
about inequality." - Vicky 
Klonaridis

"Sorry not sorry. The observation 
of women constantly apologizing 
and putting themselves down, in 

an attempt to make others (often 
men) feel comfortable and be 
liked can result in women not 

positioning themselves at that 
level. Consistent use of the word 

‘sorry’ can reduce trust and 
confidence. When you observe 

this happening, have the 
conversation as often we don’t 

realize it is even happening." 
- Kylie Kneale

 



"We need to create further 
awareness of the issues that we 
are tackling at a leadership level 
and go straight to the source. It 
is important that male leaders 
are aware of the challenges that 
women face and that they 
create a culture that promotes 
gender diversity, respect and 
that they lead by example. After 
all is it the leaders within a 
company who initially create the 
culture, so let’s bring awareness 
to that first." - Kate Harris-Slade

"By inspiring and empowering, by
giving them a voice and space,

by listening to what they have to
say and considering instead of

underestimating their ideas." 
- Ariadna Recasens

#SUPPORTINGWOMEN



"A common pattern I’ve noticed in
women, especially those in senior
leadership positions surrounded
by male majority, is that they tend
to mask their own needs,
emotions and worse, themselves. 

They can come across as
aggressive, fiery or really
headstrong so they’re taken as
seriously or are perceived with
the same status. Interestingly
there is research showing now
that psychological issues are
created when people are shamed
for being their true selves or
practice too much head strength,
in turn impacting the pay packet. 

Sometimes the strongest ones
are the ones who need to be
nurtured the most.Maybe we try
accepting vulnerability as much
as encouraging ‘courage" - Kellie
Kennedy

#SUPPORTINGWOMEN



"Across the Start-Up eco-system there
is a huge gap across funding for Female
Founders compared to their male
counterparts as per a recent report by
Tech Board.

Solely female founded companies, and
to a lesser extent mixed teams, raised
significantly less per round when
compared to all male founding teams -
Series A rounds are on average 66.8%
smaller for solely female founded teams
compared to all-male, Seed rounds
were 63.3% smaller on average.

There is still a huge gap in the industry
for Female Founders that needs to be
shifted. To better support and empower
women, we need investors to really
focus on females’ strengths and the key
differences that they bring to the start-
up industry. This ranges from enhanced
collaboration, different perspectives
resulting in stronger business &
economic results & lower retention
rates to name a few." - Kate Slade

#SUPPORTINGWOMEN

https://techboard.com.au/


Encouraging the
next generation

of women into
traditionally male

dominated
professions
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"From the very basics:
EDUCATION.

Children are a blank canvas.
Schools should address these
topics early, implementing internal
campaigns promoting equality and
open discussions. 

These procedures might help
combat gender bias and
discrimination to accelerate
gender parity from early on. It also
might impact by developing and
increasing parity and pro-social
values/beliefs during
preadolescence. 

Values that later in adulthood can
be translated into trust and
appreciation can impact positive
change for women later in life
through administration and
implementation of economic and
social parity programs." - Monet
Ksiesk

#NEXTGENERATION



"By encouraging them to
remember who they are. It is not
a matter of acting like men and
becoming one of them. We, as
females, have our strengths and
that's what we have to bring to
achieve diversity and equality.
We will enforce a male-
dominating culture if we act like
men do. 

Remember that there is no
battle to fight between males
and females, but rather a
pathway to walk together. We
are in this challenge together
and each of us has to bring our
own unique skills." - Ari
Recasense

#NEXTGENERATION



As individuals we all have a part
in encouraging the next
generation of women to not be
afraid to go after what they
want, despite the societal
conditions or bias they may
face.

I have participated in volunteer
programs and been partnered
with young females to help them
boost their confidence and
reduce anxiety/blockers when
applying for work or attending
interviews. 

There's lots of support and
programs we can all get
involved with..we have listed
some towards the back of this
E-book" - Kate Slade

#NEXTGENERATION



If you could say
anything to your

younger self, what
would it be?
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"Don't be a "yes" woman. Someone 
once said to me, call out the BS 
early in the client relationship and 
stand tall with your beliefs and 
ability to get results with respect!" - 
Vicky Klonaridis

"Invest your time and money 
wisely, speak out, and do not 

lower your standards for anyone 
or anything." - Monet Ksiesk

"That it’s okay to make mistakes, 
that no one is perfect and not to 
be afraid to follow your passion 
and dreams." - Kate Harris-Slade

#BREAKTHEBIAS



 Give less f**ks! We spend so 
much time caring about what 
others think, especially in the 
workplace. I see talented 
women thinking themselves into 
knots. My strategy is to think 
about ‘what's the worst that 
could happen?’, and usually it's 
then you realize that it's not that 
scary.. Then everything else 
gets easier!" - Kylie Kneale

"That I have as much value as 
anyone else round the table so 

don't limit or suppress your 
voice, opinions and ideas. Just 

focus on the things you can 
control and don't worry about 

the rest." - CJ Robinson

#BREAKTHEBIAS
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Some practical ideas....

Change is everyone's responsibility, it's not
just up to women. We all should ask the
questions that challenge existing thought
processes that lead to unconscious bias in
the workplace. 

Here are a few of our thought starters:

What policies are in your workplace 
that encourage diversity and inclusion 
amongst the team?

When hiring, do you have a balance of 
women and men in talent candidate 
pools?

3 Are we considering diversity in our 
thought process when making 
business and hiring decisions? Such 
as offers, promotions or workplace 
arrangements. 

4 How are we showing up for and 
treating one another, regardless of 
gender? 

#BREAKTHEBIAS



Composition of finalist pools:

WOMAN WOMAN WOMAN MAN

Likelihood of 
hiring a woman:

67%

WOMAN WOMAN MAN MAN 50%

WOMAN MAN MAN MAN 0%
Source, HBR.org: If There’s Only One Woman in
Your Candidate Pool, There’s Statistically No
Chance She’ll Be Hired

The graph below depicts the likelihood of
hiring a woman with one, two, or three
women in a pool of four job finalists. The
results show a statistical deviation in
expected probability (χ2 = 7.40, p < .05).
When there is only one woman, she does
not stand a chance of being hired, but
that changes dramatically when there is
more than one. 

#BREAKTHEBIAS

https://hbr.org/2016/04/if-theres-only-one-woman-in-your-candidate-pool-theres-statistically-no-chance-shell-be-hired


We need to create further
awareness of the issues that we
are tackling at a Leadership level
and go straight to the source. It
is important that male Leaders
are aware of the challenges that
women face and that they
create a culture that promotes
gender diversity, respect and
that they lead by example. After
all is it the Leaders within a
company who initially create the
culture, so let’s bring awareness
to that first.!" - Kate Slade

#BREAKTHEBIAS



#EMBRACINGDIVERSITY

A collective response to embracing
diversity.

We need different people to achieve an
equal world. If we choose to only be
surrounded by similar people, we won’t
learn or move forward.

Embracing diversity starts and continues
with a fearless conversation. 

It needs to be okay to have that awkward
or challenging conversation. Those
conversations will lead us to awareness
and action towards something better.



Mentor Walks: Combines the power of
mentoring with the wellbeing of walking and
connects professional female leaders with
aspiring female leaders to ‘walk’ and talk’ in
fresh air.  
PepTalkHer: Coaches women on knowing
their worth i.e negotiating pay & conditions. 
SheCodes by Kate Kirwan: Created She
Codes, which helps young women
demystifying the tech industry across
Australia, by hosting free workshops,
programs, and courses.
Startmate Fellowship: Works to create
pathways for talented women to find their
sweet spot in a rocket ship startup.
Kin Fertility Movement: A platform that
empowers women to own the decisions
around their body and their future at work
and provides transparency for industry
leading miscarriage policies.  
Spark Founders Program: A global sales
and marketing program designed to give
regional founders the tools, perks and
network they need to grow. 

Our recommended resources and supporting
organizations:

#CHANGETHEBIAS

https://www.mentorwalks.com.au/why-mentor-walks
https://www.mentorwalks.com.au/why-mentor-walks
https://www.peptalkher.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kate-kirwin/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kate-kirwin/
https://startmate-community.notion.site/Autumn22-Application-Portal-external-5529ee4a615b4c5ba825d0f7bdd5725c
https://kinfertility.com.au/
https://www.sparkfoundersprogram.com/


We are Think 
& Grow

Think & Grow are growth partners 
for bold technology businesses. 
We help startups and pioneers 
compete globally in a world of 

rapid change.
 

Come say hi at
www.thinkandgrowinc.com


